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I

The analysis of action and deontic logic
Deontic logic deals with the permitted,

etc...

the obligatory

.

Without doubt this type of modalities is strongly related to
action.
It are actions which are permitted...
It

is permitted to help somebody.

It

is forbidden to kill.

The treatment of the deontic modalities therefor
dependent on the treatment of action.

The

will be strongly

fruitfulness of Von

Wrights analysis of actions and his success in formulating deontic
logic has urged others

a)

to

follow his

approach.

the analysis of the deontic operators.
Typical for Von Wrights analysis

action,

is the reduction of an

to descriptions of states before and after the action has

taken place.
Following this line of thougt Rescher

interprets the

deontic modalities as conditional propositional modalities
(Rescher

1968,

p.

321).

P(p~q)

for

'p is permitted given q'

0(p~q)

for

'p is obligatory given q'

F(p~q)

for 'p is forbidden given q'

(note 1)

These are to be interpreted along the lines of construing P(p~q)
to say:

'the action of realizing p- i.e., of acting so as to

render it true that P is the case as the result, or partial
result, of one's actions - is permitted in circumstances in which
it is true that q'.
In this approach the permission of an action is dependent
on the state of the result got by the action.

3

This has important consequences

for the whole analysis.

We can introduce some questions here about this reduction in the
deonticframe of an action to propositions:
a)
to

descriptions of results.

in the evaluation of an action one does not only have

take into account the

result but also the purpose of the action

(or subjectively stated the

intention and more importantly the

probability to reach the purpose.
b)

then not necessarily all actions

If p is the purpose,

If not we get a purely Machiavellic

which end up in p are permitted.
approach:

the purpose justifies the means.
In the approach of Rescher the differentiations mentioned

under

(a)

and

(b)

cannot even be stated.

Therefore an amendation

- to say the least - is necessary.
To exemplify the relevance of the remarks
the
As

let us take

following into account.
far as the latter remark is concerned,

a moral,

it is clear that

from

we cannot identify all actions

or legal,point of view

which end up in rendering p true.
For instance suppose it is permitted to remove from office a
prime minister,

in case he abuses the law.

This

can be done

in

several ways. Not all the ways are legally or ethically permitted
however:

so for instance one could question the conséious use of

false rumours

for this end.

Turning now to the

former remark.

Suppose somebody ~e A

is attacked by a lion.Another person B seeing this,
the lion.
kills A.

As the lion and its victim are very close together,

B

In such cireumstances the action of B could nevertheless

be permitted,
In Reschers
(3)

tries to kill

if not obligatory

(2).

formulation we get for

P(P~q)'
P - B kills A

q- the lion attacks A

(2),

(3)

To say that it is permitted to kill a person if this person is
attacked by a lion, seems rather strange.
This is the more

important

if we know that Rescher himself is
an adept of Ross methodological principle on ethics (Rescher
1966,

Ross

1930):

"I will maintain,

in fact,

that what we are apt to

describe as

"what we think" about moral questions forms the
standard reference to which the truth of any moral theory has
to be tested,

instead of having itself to be tested by reference
to any theory".
Since Quine,

it is well known that the

logical

of a theory is an essential part of this theory,
epistemological

(i.e. synthetic )

tability of

while

(2)

(1)

status

.

with the same

Therefore the

is acceptable,indicates

frame

inaccep-

some problems

with Resscher's approach.
Under what conditions

'

(2)

is acceptable?

In case the
probability that A was saved by the action of B, was much greater
then if B had done r~othing, or had done any other thing belonging
to his possibility, then the action of B could even be obligatory,
even taken the risks into account and its eventually tragic result (approach I).
From an ethical point of view,
introduce even a weaker justification:

one could perhaps still
If B intended to ~ave A,

by his shooting,

and if he thought that his way of acting was the
safest way to try to save A, then these action was permitted, if

not obligatory

(approach II).

In this last approach,
set of the actor A,

we have to take into account the belief

in order to determine the permission or obli-

gation of an act.
Nevertheless the more objective approach
it rather characterisizes

legal permission,

(I)

although

it could also be

used under certain suppositions for a moral approach.
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In approach

(1)

in the evaluation

of an action the normal

expected result of an action is taken into account.

In a more

sophis-

ticated approach the probability to get the result can be important.
that the normally expectible result can be

Under the supposition
known to the actors,
can be superfluous.

the reference to their subjective intention
For if in principle the result of the action

can be known to the actor,

than he is responsible for his eventual

ignorance in the matter and therefore

responsible

for his actions.

Ignorance is not a moral excuse.
into account as the basis

Taking all this

structure of a

permission we get
(4)

~ z)

P(A~q~

z

In other words:

e

{V}
the action A,

is permitted if q is true,

and if by its realization the probability to realize z is becoming
greater.
(4)
(4)'

z belongs to the set V of purposes

could also be
P({A}~q~

formulated as

(moral or legal).

(4)'.

~ z)

Here A means the set of propositions which are made true
by the action.

Here action is not,as before,taken as a primitive.

It is not reduced to its result nor,as Von Wright does,to the
description of the state before and after the action,

but it is

identified with the descriptions of all the states

it realises or

has realised in the process of its execution.

think that this

last approach is very promising
into this.

.

We don't want to go in detail

Only accidentally we will refer to this possibility).

A weaker fo~mu~ation of 4

(5)

(We

P(A,~q,

is:

- ~ z)

The action A is permitted,

if q is true and if the probability to

realize z is not diminished by the action A.
set of purposes

(moral or legal purposes).

'z'

belongs to the

- 6 -

But correctly one will remark,

that even if an action

brings us nearer to a purpose it is not permitted if it brings
us much farther away of another purpose of the

same

importancè

or hierarchically more important.
In this way we get a combination of
(6)

P(A~q~(~ p.- ~ z)

whereby

p

e

{V}

z

E

{V}

I (P)

~

'p'

and

(4)

and

(5)

I (z)
'z'

belong to the set of purposes

tance of the purpose of p is

and the impor-

less than the importance of z.

By the nature of the set of the purposes perhaps one can
differentiate between morally or legally permissions,obligations.

In any case from a formal point of view it is important
~

to characterize
etc.

In the

truth

formally what it means to be permitted,

same way,

as it is

impor~tant to define the notion of

formally in logical semantics.

actions

in fact are permitted,

from a logical point of view.

obligated

But the determination of what

obligated etc. doesn't bother us
This belongs to ethics or law.

interrelations between permissions etc.

again regard

The

us most

deeply.
Something analoguous happens
to be true is explained by logic.
us which propositions in

for

"truth".

But this

fact are true...

is not enough to learn
.

In the amendation of Rescher's approach an
was made.
and

What it means

important shift

Not only some new notions were introduced like

"purpose"

"probability".

Action however was here

introduced also as a primitive.

From the rules already introduced it is clear that one important
function of action

is changing the probabilities of the realization

of purposes.
Lots

of other properties of actions can be introduced,but we will not

go into detail in this here.
However we want to attract attention on an

important con-

sequence of our approach to action.
b.

The domain of deontic operators.
Resscher in his semantics, ends up in determining for every

proposition in every possible world,
This

if it is permissible or not.

for the reason that he argues that every specific
its omission is permitted.

permitted itself or else

act is either

Taking into

account that each action is reduced to a proposition,

he is not

able to differentiate between propositions which are the result or
partial result of an action,

and these which are not.

He has no

apparatus to handle that.
However,
that e.o, natural,
thereoff.

this

is a contra-intuitive result.

How to argue

social or logical laws are actions or results

If we have the possibility of differentiating between

actions and their results,

then it is possible to formulate at least

the problem if all propositions are the
they are not

(more carefully stated,

result of actions or

if all

if

situations described

by the propositions are the results of actions).
If one

identifies the action with the description of its

result, how to pose even the problem?
As before we see that lots of serious problems cannot be
handled in the theore~ical frame of Rescher

c.

(1968).

Conditionality and the deontic modalities.
In Rescher's approach,

rather

its result

certain proposition p.

)

the permission of an action

(or

is made dependent on the truth of a

8

is clearly a natural restriction

This
(1)

certain actions can

or other epidemics,

In case of influenza

be permitted which in other situations are not.
However,

it

is also true that the permission of a certain action
by the

can be dependent on other actions,
tors;so for instance
(2)

same actor or other ac-

(2)

c can be permitted to go to a ball,

if y does go

(Ax)
(2)

Of cours one will remark that

(Ay)

also can be expressed as the

conditionality of the permission of

(Ax),

on the truth of the pro-

position describing the result of the action

And therefore

second type of conditionality can be reduced to the first one.

this

That this

is not adequate is clear when we look at situa-

(3) .

tion
(3)

(Ay).

A has a gun and does try to kill B.

B seeing what A does,

kicks

the gun out of his hands.
Taking into account the action of A,

B

is clearly permitted to do

what he does.
The action of A is stopped by B.
The action of B is permitted taking into account what A
is doing.
The reduction of the action of A to one or another proposition here
is inadequate.

Taking the circumstances

into account,

the result

of the action of A is loosing his gun.
The interpretation,of~(3)
(4)

as

(4)

is absurd.

P(B kicks the gun out of his hands

However what about the interpetation of
(5)

P(B kicks the

....

~ A loses his gun)
(5)

for(3)

~ A tries to kill B).

But this is also an absurdity.

This is such an abstract description

of the action which A was executing that it isnot possible to evaluate the

situation,

Why would it not be
of A,

and the action of B in it.
stupid for B to kick the gun out of the hands

if A tries to kill B with poison

....

.
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What I mean is that the description of the purpose of the
action of A is not sufficient to give
of B.

an appraisal of the action

We have to know more on the manner,

of the action

the phase of execution
is to refer to the

in other words what we need

...,

action of A itself.
Perhaps one could argue rightly that in this phase,

one could exten-

sionally identify an action with the set of all propositions which
are made true,

by the performing of the action.

In this case the action could be identified with a set of proposiordered following a time

tions,

index.

Only under this supposition it seems to us that it would
be possible to say that the dependency of an action on another
action is a special case of the dependency of an action on a proposition.
d.

entailment,

com osed actions and the deontic modalities.
(1968)

Rescher

argues that if a conjunction of actions is

permitted then each member of the conjunction seperately is permitted.
So he gets
(1)

[ p ,

q]

C( [ pj

n[ q] )(Rescher

1968 p.

Rightly he remarks that the inverse relations

326)

(note 2)

are not necessary

true.
That

(1)

(2)

is true he deduces
If p-~ q then [ p]
( -~

:

entails)

from his entailment rule
c[ q]

(note

3)

(note 4)

In other words if p entails q,

then if p is permitted,

q is also

permitted

Here again we get some strange results when applying Ross'
~f a deontic theory must
in an adapted form: the adequacy
be determined by reference to "what we think" about deontic quesrule

tions.
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Take a surgeon who does a surgical operation
anaesthetic,

actions:

cutting,

...

(a set of

knitting )

Suppose the surgeon is permitted to do this operation.
tion entails several actions as indicated above.

This opera-

Nevertheless although the surgeon is permitted this whole set of
actions, he is not permitted to execute one of them if he doesn't
do the other, before,
on the peculiar
In other words

at the same time or

afterwards,

depending

characteristics of the operation he is performing.
it is plainly wrong to say that the surgeon is per-

mitted to cut somebody's billy at the appropriate place, if he is
permitted to do this operation. For sure he is permitted to do it,
actions which proceed and

if he has made already the appropriate

if he intends to do the ones which succeed.
However one can remark that in all these instances the conjunction
used is a non-commutative

one.

But there are

their execution.

There is clearly a temporal order in

also cases where

the same problem

although the conjunction being commutative.

arises,

If one is permitted to boil patatoes,
is permitted a)

to bring

in it c)

potatoes

water into a pot b)

add salt etc.

.

be executed

one

put the peeled

....

of these actions will do.

Any order

then normally,

To executeonly one,

However the whole set has to
or two of them,

whole process a waste and therefore it is normally

makes

of the

forbidden,

even

if the whole set is permitted.
This means that as well
The correct formulas
(3)

if

(A1 --~ A2)

(1)

as

are much weaker viz

(2)

are wrong formulas.

(3):

then TA1 ~ T(A2~A1)

A2 is permitted
if A1 entails A2,then,if A1 is permitted,
(the rule (3) instead of (2}) .Also
in case A1 is executed.
rule (1) is wrong. Instead of (1) we can introduce (4) and (5) but
viz,

not

(6)

or

(7).

-

(4)

T (A1.A2)

-~

(5)

T(A1.A2)

~ T(A2~A1)

~ (6 )

T (A1 . A2)

-~ T (A1)

~ (7)

T(A1.A2)

-~ T(A2) .

11 -

T (A1~A2)

So if we know that a

conjunction of actions is permitted than we
is permitted in case

know.that one of this actions
done.

On the contrary,if a conjunction of actions

the

other is

is permitted,then

we may not claim that one of them independently of any other action
is permitted.
Even about
strong.

It is

rule

one can remark that it is too

(3)

only permitted to execute

if the process is permitted.

appropriate place in the process,
So amendations

III.

The

a certain action at the

in this direction too.

could be made

Good-Samaritan Paradox.

If we identify an action with its results then we get the
Good-Samaritan Paradox.

following sentences:

1.

X helps the victim of an unjustifiable attack

2.

Someone is the victim of an unjustifiable attack

One has to formulate
3.

Hxy

Take the

(Ex)

(1)

as

follows:

(Ey) (Hxy.Vy)

and Vy are propositions.

proposition which results

As

an action is

from it,

If we say that(3)is permitted viz,

this has important consequences.
that it is permitted to help

a victim of an unjustífiable attack,
all what is entailed by~(3)
is permitted.

is

identified with the

it has

as a consequence

also permitted.

that

This means Vy also

In other words it is permitted to attack somebody

unjustified.
If we do not identify
get this paradox.

an

action with its result we do not

As well by considering "an action" as a proposition,

or as a set of propositions

as mentioned before,

one

can avoid this

-

12 -

strange result.
first case we have to forn~ulate (1)

In the

as

( 4).

( (Ex) (Ey) (Axy,Vy) ) .

(4)

In this case as

the deontic modalities

are only applicable to

actions, we do not have

.

P ( (Ex) (Ey) (Axy.Vy) )

(S)

-~ P (VY)

second case we formulate

In the

( 1)

as

(6)

( (Ex) (EY) ({qxv}.Vy)

(6)
Again

( 6)

doesn't entail

(7)

P((Ex) (Ey) ({qxy}.Vy)

(7)
{MZY}:

~ P{MZY}

is the set of propositions representing the action of
attacking unjustified y.

IV.

Conclusion.

We have introduced some examples which illustrate
of the Rescherian analysis of the
that one

deontic modalities.

1.

We have shown

gets a more natural analysis using an action as

or as the set of propositions which all are made
Note

the shortcomings

true by

Taking irito account the hypothesis that O(p~q)

can be reduced to P(p~q)

although this also depends

a primitive
the action.

and

F(p~q)

on the inter-

pretation of negation used,we will in what follows only talk about
'permission'
Note 2.

[P]

( see Rescher 1968, p.
indicates

322).

the set of possible worlds

in which P

is per-

mi tted.
Note

3.

This reads as

If p entails q,

follows:

then the set of possible worlds

mitted is included in,
which q is permitted.

orequal to,

in which p is per-

the set of possible wo'rlds in

-

Note 4.
to

An
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intensive discussion on

"implication"

hoofdstuk V).

can be

"entailment"

found in Apostel L

and its

relation

8~ Vandamme F(1975

-

Apostel C 8~ Vandamme F
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